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From filling a role with right candidate to bespoke brand building solutions, StatsJobs has it covered - and

our latest update means that the site is now enabled to attract the growing number of mobile or tablet using
candidates. Since 2008 Statsjobs has been connecting great companies with gifted Statisticians. Statsjobs’
success comes from attracting a quality audience of statisticians by offering the most comprehensive selection
of relevant stats jobs.

We Reach
Statisticians in Medicine
Pharmaceutical R&D, Epidemiology, Biometrics, Statistical Programming, Data Management, SAS.
Statisticians in Finance
Financial Risk, Credit Risk, Scorecard Development, Insurance, SAS
Statisticians in Market Research
CRM, Statistical Data Modelling, Data Mining, SAS
Statisticians in Academia
Departments of Statistics, Financial Mathematics, Operational Research
‘‘As the Head of Talent of Merck, I am absolutely delighted with the return on investment
that StatsJobs has given me in the last 9 months. Merck has had 2 hires from StatsJobs,
bottom line.’’

Online Rates
Standard job listing
Featured job listing
Email Sponsor
Dedicated Email Alert

- £249 (30 days)
- £349 (30 days)
- £99 (30 days)
- £199 (5,000 recipients)

What we offer
Standard Job Listings: £249
Post your full listing on Statsjobs and reach 20,000 site visitors for 30 days.
Your logo appears within your job advertisement.
All jobs are featured in the weekly email alert sent to 5,000+ subscribers
Featured Job Listings: £349
Standard listings which move down the pages as new jobs are added.
Your logo is also displayed on the homepage alongside other Featured jobs
You can expect a higher response - Featured listings receive 37% more applications on average.

More Advertising Options
Job alert sponsorship put the employer logo and job title at the top of the email alert. Featured Employer banners appear on every job page giving additional exposure of over 60,000 impressions a month. As a sponsor
of the weekly job alert email, your logo and position details will appear as a banner advertisement linking to
your advertisement on StatsJobs.

For more information please contact the Recruitment Team:

Tel: 0203 514 1304 or email email@StatsJobs.com

